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PREFACE
The purpose of this report is to present plans and
directions for laboratory apparatus which may be built by
the instructor and pupils themselves from inexpensive materials.
The report describes projects undertaken in appreaching this problem in a particular school,

It is not a

The equipment is not all that

complete laboratory manual.

would be noeded either in a course in general science or in
physics.

It is assumed that some laboratory supplies other

than those me.de by pupils must be purchased 1 but many simple
pieces of apparatus may be built in the classroom by the
pupils with great economy.

Every article described has been

actually built by a science teacher and hie pupils, and successfully used in the school situation described.
In addition plans are offered for a number of projects more complicated in nature and demonstrating in some
cases scientific concepts more advanced than those usually

taught in a high school course in general science or in
physics.

The challenge to understand, build and operate
i
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these interesting pieces of equipment has been found to
stimulate the intellectual curiosity of the more capable
students and to furnish an incentive for them to do more
than the work required of every member of the class.
As many of these projects depend for their con•
struction upon pieces of discarded household equipment and
parts of old automobiles and other commonly used machines
and as the style and construction of these articles is subject to change with the material available, it may be necessary to modify and adapt the suggestions in this report in
order to use whatever material is available.

More recent

and improved models of the same kind of machine will suggest new ideas for the simplification or improvement of the
apparatus to be built.

Furthermore, these articles, once

built, will not be the last word in scientific apparatus but
should suggest other possiblities to demonstrate the particular application, or a different application of the scientific principle involved.
No attempt is made in every case to refer to specific sources of information,

Complete directions for the

construction of some projects were obtained from copies of
Popular Science Monthly and other scientific magazines.

In-

spiration and definite help was obtained from catalogues of
scientific equipment in which pictures and descriptions of
apparatus made clear the method of construction and the
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principle of operation.
the laboratories

or

Observation of apparatus 1n use 1n

the University of Richmond and other

schools helped to clear up some details that were obscure.
Many auggeations came from laboratory manuals and textbooks,
while others were made by teachers of science and by pup1le.

Many of

th~

projects presented were built without

the use of extensive shop equipment. When it was necessar1
to attempt processes impossible in the classroom, the local
blacksmith shop and a Richmond machine shop were called
upon.

Later after the installation of a lathe, drill press,

small planer, jigsaw and circular saw in the school it was
possible to do all necessary work of construction there.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The scene of the development of the project 1s a
school in Chesterfield County, Virginia.

It is a consoli-

dated school which waa formed in 1922 by the union or seven
one, two and three room schools 1n Clover Hill D1str1ot.
The first building on the new location was a
single story five room frame structure, with a two room
basement.

It was heated by stoves, lighted by kerosene

lamps and supplied with meager equipment of varied design
which bad been brought together from the smaller schools.
The children eat in double benches which were usually
screwed to the floor.

Three of the rooms were separated b7

low folding doors in order that they might serve as an aud1•
toriu.m v.1hen the doors were opened.

There was no stage, no

library and no laboratory.
The building was located one hundred fifty yards

from the highway, on a four acre tract of young pine trees.
This tract fronted on the one good road in the District.
then a grey soil road, now a modern highway known as Route
360.

Ingress and egress were by means of a path cut through

a
the trees over which the school trucks travelled, usually in
low gear, night and morning..

When the ruts became so deep

that the trucks were "stuckn too often, new paths were cut
around the miry places and the deep tracks abandoned.

The

other roads were plain dirt roads and almost impassable
in winter.

Sometimes a truck mired down on one of the3e

roads before reaching school, and the children pushed it
through the bad place.

Sometimes the road became so bad

that the truck could not get through and the children were
transported in automobiles, buggies and wagonsJ and some•
times one group would have to miss school for a few days un•

t11 the road was mended and the truck could get through.
During the session of 1922-1923, the first year
after the consolidation, Grange Hall School enrolled about

150 pupils.

The faculty consisted of five, the present

principal and four women teachers.

A number of the pupils

desired to take first year high school work and an attempt
was made to provide for their needs by offering classes in
English, Mathematics, History and General Science.
During the session of 1931-1932 the enrollment exceeded 250 1 the faculty numbered nine, two men and seven
women, a new brick building had been constructed, and
courses giving a total of 16 units credit were being offered.

In 1932-1933 the school was placed on the State list

and has continued as an accredited high school sinoe that

The conmrunities from which the pupils of this high
school are drawn are strictly rural,.

The traveller passing

over the country roads through this section sees only a
country store by the roadside.
even three.

He may see two stores 1 or

The storekeeper lives in the back of the store,

or in a house near by, or perhaps on a farm in the distance.
There is no village.

The residents live in farmhouses situ-

ated in clearings scattered throughout the wooded country•
side, or 1n a few cases, on well developed and well tilled
farms.

The passerby sees few of these dwellings, the

greater number of them being hid by the trees and reached
only by rough roads that often become impassable during the
winter months.
Beyond the store in one direction or the other
there will always be found a church.

It may be noar at

hand, or just out of sight around one of the bends 1n the
road, or even a mile or more distant, but it is always
there, and is a vital part of the life

or

the connnunity.

Uearly alVtays the old neighborhood school house is still
standing by the roadside, but it has elther been remodelled
to servo as a dwelling or a otore or bas fallen into decay
and no longer holds the important place in the life of the
community that it did 1n days gone by.
While these communities are strictly rural, they

are not primarily agr1cul·tural communities. With few ex•
ceptions, the land 1s poor, a sandy soil that is naturally
suited to the growing ot pine trees but not to the growing
of cultivated crops,

Because of this fact and because pine

trees grow rapidly into marketable size, the selling, buying and manufacture of timber has for years furnished em•
ployment for many of the people of the section.

Nearly

every one attempts to do some farming, but the returns are
small and uncertain in moat cases, and nearly all families
depend on an income from some other source for the major
part of their living.
Although the section is comparatively close to a
large city, it has not developed rapidly and the pattern of
life in the various communities has changed rather slowly.
Good roads have come within the last two decades and the
electric power line within the last five years.

Until re-

cently there were few modern homes and conveniences were
seldom found.
The people are industrious and honest and they
work hard.

Most of them live in homes that belong to them

or to members of their families.
homes and in their communities.

They take pride in their
Dependent to a great ex•

tent on the sale of timber, a commodity that cannot be marketed every year, they have developed habits of frugality
and the ability to live within their means and to depend on
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their own resources, without relief or other help.
Among the more prosperous and influential families a belief in tho importance of an education has been
traditional.

From these families there have gone out young

men and women who because of their training have taken important places in the world outside.

The success of those

and the realization that a difference in education has been
largely responsible for it has no doubt influenced parents
to welcome the opportunity to send their children to higb.
school where they might obtain a better education than their
own.
In its early days, Grange Hall School was faced
with many needs and inadequate funds.

Located in a District

with scattered population and low taxable values, and re•
quired under a District System of support to depend entirely
on its own resources, many necessities were not available or
were provided by some cooperative effort on the part of the
teachers, pupils and parents.

Such was the case in the mat•

ter of laboratory equipmAnt for the growing high school.
In the belief thnt there are many communities with
similar problems, this report is presented with the hope
that it will contain suggestions helpf'ul to science teachers
1n the schools of those communities.

CHAPTER II
GEUEP.AL EQUIPMEUT

For several years before the school was placed on
the list ot State accredited high schools, courses in gen•
eral science, biology and physics were taught.

In teaching

general science and biology many interesting experiments
could be performed without highly specialized equipment.
The children brought commonly used household materials

which the mothers donated or loaned from their home
plies.

SUP-

They collected snakes and other reptiles to be kept

alive or preserved in formaldehyde, birds, cats, dogs and
other mammals to be used in the preparation of skeletons,
injected and preserved for dissection later, or embalmed

and mounted as museum specimens. When classes in physics
were attempted it was not so easy to meet the demands,

Ex·

tensive equipment was needed to show the application of
physical laws and principles.
special apparatus.

Many experiments required

How could it be secured at little ex-

pense?
The first attempt to answer this question was
made by assessing a laboratory fee on each science pupil.

v
The fee was set at two dollars per child, but it was announced that all feos might be paid in junk. A list of the
things that would be accepted was posted on the bulletin

board and soon the fees began coming int an old sewing machine, an automobile transmission, a differential, pa.rt of
an old bicycle, a soda fountain complete with tank and pressure gauge, several Ford automobile engine flywheels, two
or three automobile wheels with bearings intact, several
dozen glass stoppered bottles from a drug store that was
modernizing its stock, several lengths of small pipe, an old
sink, a storage battery, a kitchen scale, several old
clocks, fans, wagon tires, wagon hubs, several Ford genera•
tors and starters, a molasses barrel, a Ford block and a
Chevrolet chassis and many smaller articles too numerous to
enumerate here, were brought in by the children.

Later on

an electrical contractor who was also a member of the
School Board made a valuable contribution to the project 1n
the form of numerous discarded pieces of electrical equip•
ment, motors, switches and electric irons.
With some of these materials the work of provid•
ing physics apparatus began.

The barrel fitted with a

spigot was mounted on a stand in the corner of the room to
serve as a storage reservoir for the water supply. An
automobile transmission was cleaned, mounted on a frame and
used tor demonstration purpoaesJ a Ford engine power plant

a
was built from parts; generators were rewound; and other
articles were torn to pieces and the materials used to
build the various types or special apparatus described in
this report.
Ring stand.

A good ring stand may be ms.de trom

the brake rod of an automobile.

Bend it to the shape and

dimensions or the diagram (Fig. 1).

It should be about six

or seven inches high.
Test tube rnok.

Bore one fourth inch holes in a

piece or board as shown in the drawing (Fig. 2).

Insert

quarter inch dowels in these holes, letting them project
about two inahea above the board.

This tost tube rack will

hold test tubes either end up.
Test tube holder.

A coiled spring with its ends

pushed into a short length or rubber tubing makes a good
hot test tube holder.

It may be adjusted for different

size test tubes.
Device for picking up mercury•
from a small large mouth bottle.

Cut the bottom

Put a one hole stopper in

the mouth and another in the opening made by the removal of
the bottom.

Put a short length of glass tubing in both

stoppers.

Let the tube in the lower end project above the

stopper.

If you suck on the upper tube and hold the lower

end of the other one on a drop of mercury, the drop w1ll
jump into the bottle (Fig. 3).
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F1ge3 • A devico for picking up merouey

Condenser.
denser.

An auto pump body makes a good con-

Hacksaw the ends off.

Bore two holes in tho s1de

and solder short lengths of brass tubing in them.
nre to be used for the water connections.

These

Put n glass tube

through the pump body and secure it in place by means of
two one hole rubber stoppers.

The details are shown in the

diagram (Fig, 4).
Alcohol lamp.

Remove the nut that holds the

valve to the inner tube.

Out off tho valve one and one

fourth inches from the flange and bore n qUEl.rter inch hole
through it,

Make a hole in the screw cap of the ink bottle

large enough to take the valve,
hole and replace the nut,

Put the valve throue#l this

Insert the wick,

The cap, when

screwed onto the nut, prevents evaporation of the alcohol

(Fig, 5),
Slide rule,
meter stick.

To make a slide rule, procure a

Then make two sticks of hard wood with dimen-

sions the same as the meter stick and another hard wood
strip five eighths of an 1noh thick, three times as wide as
the meter stick, and one meter long. With a T bevel and
plane. bevel the edges of the three sticks as shown in
(Fig. 6).

Be sure that the wide side of the meter stick is

the side with the metric units.

Scrape or sand off the

graduat1onn of the meter stick on the edge next to the
bevel.

Fasten the outer a.ticks to the wide board with

13

Fig. 4. A condenser.
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Fig. 5. An alcohol lamp.
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Fig. 6. Slide rule
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their wide side up and close enough together to hold the
~lace

middle one in

but not close enough to prevent it from

being moved back and forth between them.

Square the ends•

Now clamp the middle stick in place temporarily but securely
with a small clamp or by putting a small screw through it
into the back.

The 2.'Ule must now be graduated.

To do this work,

you must be able to read a logarithm table.

The meter

stick is divided into thousandths, so, in looking up the
logarithums, you must get them correct to the nearest thousandth.

To do this, drop the fourth figure in the loga•

r1tbm, and, if it is five or more than five add one to the
third figure.
here.

Do not use charaoteriatios of logarithms

Mark the C and D scales first.
Since the logarithm

or

one is zero. put a figure

l about one fourth of an 1noh high on both 0 and D scales
as close to the left or zero end as possible.
should be used for doing this.
thousandths.

A steel die

Tbe logarithnl of' two is 301

Count off 301 graduations on the meter stick

from the loft end and with a try square and sharp instru•
ment make a mark one half inch long on each scale.
or label this mark 2.
cede as you did with 2.

Stamp

Look up the logarithm of 3 and pro•
Continue, using the numbors up to,

and including 9.
Next look up the logarithm of ll.

It is 0.041 or
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41 thousandths,

Count off 41 graduations on the meter

stick and mark across the scale as before but mnke the mark
one fourth inoh high and label it l, using somewhat smaller
figures than you used for the others.

Do the same with 12,

and then keep on through 99 making the marks the same
length and figures the same size for all these numbers.
You will not need to look up 20, 30 etc,

Their logarithms

are the same as those of 2, 3 etc.
Now examine the width of the spaces left.

They

will be more narrow toward the right band end of your rule,
nnd it ms.y not be possible to put in all of the next set of

divisions near that end•
111.

Start at the left hand end with

Do the same with 112 and so on to 119.

then go on with 121.

Continue in this way,

Skip 120 and
Look up the

logarithms and put marks as before, making these marks a
little shorter and omitting the numbers to avoid crowding.
Continue this procedure until it appears that the space will
be too crowded it all the remaining division marks are put
in.

From this point, omit the marks for the odd numbers,

putting in only those for even numbers until the spaces are
again in danger of being too crowded.
except those ending in 5.

Then omit all marks

Continue to the right hand end.

Mark the A and B scales 1n the same way using one
half millimeter !nstead of one millimeter as a unit and
omitting enough numbers to prevent crowding.

Remove the
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clamp or scrow holding the middle stick.

The slide rule is

now complete except for a finish of some sort.

Black each

mark and number with a lead pencil and then coat with shel•
lac or varnish.

Be careful to keep the shellac or varnish

out of the joints between the sticks or your X>Ule will

stick.
Uake a sliding frame with hair line on the glass
like the one in the dis.gram.
Fasten the slide rule horizontally to a wall or
lay it on a table and it is ready to be used.

CHAPTER III

MUSEUM
Killing animals.

SPEOI:~ENS

Insecta may be killed best by

means of the rep,:ulntion poison bottle.

Put a small amount

of potassium cyanide (a deadly poison) in a medium size mayonnaise jar, cover with a thick paste of plaster of paris
and water and allow the plaster to set.

The insects are

placed in the jar and the cover put on.

They die quickly.

Keep the jar tightly covered except when taking out or putting 1n specimens.
Birds and mammals to be killed should be inclosed
in a tight compartment with a wad or cotton soaked in ether.
Preserving

apoci~ens.

Snakes, reptiles and mrun•

mnls with skin or fonthero removed me.y be preserved by im-

mersing in a solution consisting of five perts of commercial
formalin and 95 parts of water.

Open the abdomen that the

solution may enter,
Birds and mammals to be mounted may be preserved
by

injecting a stronger solution or formalin into the vis•

oers, thick muscles and head,

The bird or animal should

then be supported in a natural position and allowed to dry.

20

If treated with moth repellant to keep moths from hair or
feathers, the specimens will keep 1ndefin1tel7.
To give a natural appearance the eyes should be
removed and artificial eyes inserted before drying begins.
Round painted buttons may be used for this purpose,
-~~_.paring

skeletons.

For the preparation of a

skeleton, secure a fresh specimen, not one that has been
preserved in formalin.

Remove the skin, viscera, and as

much of the musoeles as possible.

Next immerse the spec1•

men in hot or boiling water to which the following soap so•
lution has been added.

The solution given by Hyman follows:

75 gms. of hard soap
12

sms•

of potassium nitrate (saltpeter)

150 c.o. strong ammonia
2000 o,c. of distilled or soft water

M1x thorougply,
For use miX one part of the soap solution to three
or four parts of water.

The length of time that the speci-

men must remain in the water will depend on the condition

ot the flesh.

It will vary from one to six hours.

If the

temperature ia kept at about 85, the ligaments will not be

destroyed and will serve to hold the skeleton together.
After the flesh has been removed, wash the bones
and place them in a natural position for drying.
ribs by stringing them with thread.

Space the

When the skeleton is

dry it may be placed in carbontetrachloride for several

hours to remove grease.

Then plunge it into hot wator for

about five minutes adding strong ammonia.

If the skeleton

is then soaked for about four hours in n 10% solution of
hydrogen peroxide a perfectly white skeleton will result.
Mounting should be done on stiff wires of' rods, and the
finished skeleton should be placed in a glass case to pro-

tect 1t from dust and careless handling.
Injecting the cireulator:y: a4otem of

specimens~

A large size hyoderm1o syringe and needle is excellent for

this purpose.

One having a capacity of 100 cc was pur•

chased by the class,

T'ne needles were discarded needles

that were sharpened and cleaned.

The following formula

was used.
100 c.c. ot wateJ:t
20 c,c. of glycerin
20 c.c. of concentratod fol:'mal1n

85 gms.

or

corn starch

sufficient c'oloring matter to give a deep

color.
Stir and strain removing all lumps.

As the

starch settles on standing, stir thoroughly each time be•
fore using.

Use mercuric sulfide for coloring if red is de-

sired, and pruss1an blue if a blue color is desired.
The arterial system

or

the cat may be injected by

means of the carotid artery in the neck, by pointing the
needle toward the heart.

Uae

a steady but not too force•

ful pressure on the syringe. The injection fluid will force
the blood around into the veins and distend
small blood vea-sels

or

the~.

When the

the skin and abdominal walls are

deeply colored the injection is complete,
The injection of the veins is more difficult and
need not be attempted.

CHAPTER IV
FOROE AND MOTION
Center of gravity apparatus.

1.

Procure an ir-

regular shaped piece of sheet i:ron, plywood, or thin boa.rd
and bore several holes through it at different points near
the edge.
holes.

Suspend the board on a nail tl:rough one of these

Now suspend a plumb bob or a small weight by means

of a fish line from this same nail.

On the board along the

plmnbl1ne draw a line.

The center of gravity will be some-

where along this line.

Now suspend the board from another

hole with the plmnb bob as before and proceed to draw a
line on the board along the plumbline.
gravity must be 1n both lines.

The center of

Therefore, it must be in

their intersection.
Hang the board from other hole.

the board for each new position.
the center of gravity.

Draw lines on

They will all pass through

Bore a small hole through this point

of intersection and suspend the board on the nail through
this hole.

It will balance in any position, since the pull

of gravity centers around the center of gravity.

2.

Procure a round bottomed bottle or flask or
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Fig. 7. Oenter of gravity apparatus

Put

make one from an electric light bulb or an egg shell.

some shot into this flask and holding it in an upright pos1•

t1on pour in melted paraffin or other wax.

Allow it to cool

while in this position. After it has cooled attempt to tip

it to either side.

It returns to an upright position be•

cause when in that position its center of gravity is lowest.
3.

From a two by two square stick cut a rectan•

gular block and two blocks with ends cut obliquely.

Try to

cut the ends at such an angle that one block will stand on
the oblique end but will topple over at the least touch and
the other one will not stand on the oblique end at all.

The

ability to stand depends on the position of the center of
gravity.
4.

Support one end of a baseball bat on a box and

the other end on a kitchen scale.

Record the weight of the

end on the scale and turn tho bat end for end. Weigh again
and record the weight.

Now place the bat entirely on the

scale and weigh.

Does the sum of the first two weights

equal the third?

If not, weigh again.

of the bat.

Divide the weight

or

Measure the length

the large end by the total

weight, measure from the small end this fractional part of
the total length of the bat.

Oompare the point determined

with the point at which the bat will balance on your finger.

s.

Make a V shaped track of wooden strips like

the one pictured and elevate the wide end of the track by

L
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supporting it on a square stick one half inch square.

Now

make two rollers, a little longer than the wide part of the
V track.

Turn these on the lathe, making one a plain cyl-

inder and the other a double cone with the largest diameter
equal to the diameter of the cylinder.

Place each of these

in turn upon the track and note the direction in which 1t
moves.

The double cone appears to roll up hill because its

center of gravity falls as it moves toward the high end of

the track.

(Fig. 8).
Centrifugal and centripetal forces.

Most of us

are familiar with the trick of whirling a bucket of water
over the hend without losing any

or

the water and we realize

that the water remains in the bucket only if the speed of

rotation is great enough.

Tie a weight such as a brick bat

or a stone to a piece of innertube stout enough to support
its weight without stretching very much.

Grasp the end

or

the tube farthest from the weight and whirl the wei@:lt

around in a circle.

Note what happens to the tube.

force does the tube represent?

What

What force acts on the tube

to cause it to stretch?
Rotator from an old sewing machine.

One end of

the frame of a sewing machine with the drive wheel and the
head are all that are needed for this rotator.

Fasten a

short board to the frame posts with bolts as shown in
(Fig. 7).

Lay the frame flat with the drive wheel in a
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Fig.

a.

Rotator from sewing machine
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horizontal position.

Fasten the head securely to the short

board with the fly wheel down and the shaft in a vertical
position and so adjusted that the small pulley may be
belted to the drive wheel.

You will find it necessary to

remove enough of the parts of the head to expose tho end of
the ahaft, and on the end of this shaft you must put a chuck
like the one illustrated.

The lower end has a hole large

enough to fit the shaft of the sewing mo.chine and the other
end has a hole that w1ll accommodate the size shaft used on
the attachments.

If the boys or the class have access to a

metal working lathe, they can easily make the chuck themselves.

After drilling the holes in the ends, drill two

small holes as shown for set screws and thread them.
Attachments for rotator.

l.

For the first at-

tachment solder an automobile engine valve to the bottom ot
a tin can cover (a small baking powder can will do) being
careful to center it exactly in the middle.
of the valve in the rotator.

Put the stem

Fill the can cover with melted

pitch or wax from an old battery and while the pitch is
still sort. press tho bottom of a spherical bottle or flask
into the pitch and center it by turning the rotator slowly
and adjusting the flask from side to aide.

Allow it to

cool and set.

Put some small balls of shot into the flask and
rotate.

Note what happens to the balls when the flask
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starts rotatingJ when the flask stops rotating.
experiment using mercury of water.

Repeat the

Repeat using mercury

and water.
2.

Make a centrifugal hoop from an old phonograph

spring or large clock spring and a round rod the right size
to fit the rotator chuck.

Thread one end of the rod for a

distance of one and one half inches and fit it with two nuts.

Now out oft a length of the spring sufficient to make a circle with a diameter slightly less than the length of the un•
threaded part or the rod.

Bore a hole in each end or the

spring and another half way between them.
should be a little larger than the rod.
fit snugly,

The latter hole

The first two may

Clamp the parts together with the nuts as shown.

Place in chuck of rotator and rotate.
Moment of inertia apparatus.

Note what happens.
l.

Obtain a small

iron hoop or hollow cylinder about eight or ten inches in
diameter (a hoop from a wagon hub was used here) and then
proceed to make a solid wooden cylinder of the same dimen•
sions and weight.

To do this cut out circles of plywood

with a jigsaw or a coping saw.

Make them a little larger

1n diameter than the iron hoop.

Glue several thicknesses

together until the length

or

tho cylinder formed is equal

to the corresponding dimension of the hoop.

Put the cylin-

der in the lathe and turn to exact diameter of the hoop.
Now weigh the hoop and the cylinder.

If the iron hoop

Fig. 9. Moment of inertia apparatus
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weighs the most, weight the wooden cylinder near the center
with lead or small nails.

If the cylinder weighs the most.

make it lighter by boring holes from one end around the
circumference.

Bore them in sets of two plaoed near OP-

posite ends of a diameter or bore at the exact center of the

cylinder. When the two weigh the same, place them at the
top of a gradual incline and release them at the same in•

stant.

Note which rolls down the faster? Which is the

harder to stop at the bottom?
2.

(Fig. 9)

Attach a small weight to the top of a broom

stick by means of a string, and holding the end of the
broomstick in the hand, start the weight whirling about the
stick,

As the string shortens the weight races faster and

faster around the stick.
is responsible.

Tho decreasing moment of inertia

This experiment helps to understand why

hurricanes and tornadoes reach enormous velocities as they
approach the center

or

Gyroscope,
axle complete.

the storm.
Procure a bicycle front wheel and

Make a handle for it by bending a bar of

iron near one end and boring through the short end a hole
the size

or

the axle.

(Fig. 10)

Put the end of the axle

through. this hole and clamp with the axle nut,

Now make a

tire for the wheel from a piece of strap iron about one
and one fourth inch wide and one fourth to one half inch
thick, (an old buggy tire will answer).

Bend this iron

Fig. 10. Gyroscope

Fig. 11. Rotating table

strap around the wheel and fasten the onda with srnnll belts.
Balance by boring holes in this tire or adding weights un•
t1l tho wheel runs without vibration.

When it is completed,

hold the hnndle in the right hand with the shaft horizontal
and spin the wheel with the left hand.

Now while the wheel

is spinning rapidly, try to change tho direction the shaft.
is pointing by swinging to the left and to the right.

The

spinning wheel appears to offer unexpected resistance.

(Fig. 10)
Rotating table.

It a discarded wheel of an auto•

mobile can be procured complete with the spindle and bearings, it may be

made

into a rotating table.

By some method

support the spindle in a vertical position, clamping it
securely in place.

A wooden frame would answer the purpose,

or two automobile wheels may be clamped together as shown 1n
the diagram (Fig. 11).

Cut a circular piece of plywood or

make a round platform. of boards to fit in the upper s1de of
the top

wheel~

The table thus constructed should stand

level and the bearings should be adjusted so that the upper
wheel is free to rotate in a horizontal plane,

Stand or

sit on this table with a brick 1n each hand and the arms
extended.

Have some one rotate you slowly.

Then while ro-

tating freely, move the bricks close to the body.

what happens.

Explain.

Note

Stand or sit on the rotating table

with the gyroscope in your hands.

Spin the gyroscope

rapidly with its shaft in a horizontal position and then
try to raise or lower one end of the gyroscope shaft re•
lative to the other.

Note what happens.

It is usually im•

possible to change ones angular velocity on a frictionless
rotating platform without taking hold of some outside
object?

However, in th1a case you will begin to rotate

slowly in one direction or the other.
Foucault pendulnm.

Quite often physics laborato•

ries are constructed with no provision for a long pendulum.
In this school sueh a pendulum was installed through a hole
out in the ceiling of a cloak closet.

The closet ceiling

was lower than that of the class room but as the building
was only one story high, there was a clear apace from the
floor to the rafters of the building when the closet coil•
ing was removed.

The pendulum was hung from the rafters

into the closet.

An old cannon ball served ns a weight.

A small window was installed close to the floor between
the closet and classroom.

Through the window the pendulum

could be studied as it swung.

This pendulum was about 25

feet long.
Momentum BpParatus.

Tilt the top

or

a table or

drawing board by raising one edge about one inch.

Place a

marble on the table and have some one hold it with a ruler.
Aim another marble at the first down a trough and release
it.

When this marble hits the table, release the first
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Fig. 12. Momentum apparatus
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rme •

If the timing 1s CUl"Oi"ully done the marbles wil1 col...

lido t

(Fig. 12)

Action and reaction apparatus.

If a dis•

11

carded clock la available,, remove the balance wheel nnd es•
cape wheel and tie a fish line to one wheel so that it will
•1ind

around the shaft when the wheel turns ,

Suspend the

clock\vorks by passing the line over B small easy running

pulley and balancing it with a weight on the otl1er end of
the line,

'l'hen wind the spring holding the small wheel, so

that it cannot turn.
wheel,

Suspend aa before and release the

As the clockworks ascend the weight also ascends.
2,

Put a watch on a small cardboard

hung by threads from u single point.
against the wateh.

ca~ton

top

Loan a small mirror

Place a lamp ao that 1ts light, pass•

1ng through two or more reading glassaa, 1s concentrated on
the mirror in a spot and the spot is reflected to n distant

wall.

Deoauae the mirror 1a moved slightly by the ticking

of the watch, the spot will danoo on the wall.
T'ae screw.

Use a pinno stool to study the screw.

Place a heavy object of known weight on the stool or have
some one sit on it and consider that person's weig11t as the
resistance.

Wrap n strong cord around the top of the stool

and pull on this cord, using a spring balance to register
the amount of force that you must exert.

The c1rcumferance

of the tc·p of the stool multiplied by the force exerted on
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Fig. 13. T'ne screw
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the spring balance represents the work done on the stool
during each revolution.

Tbe pitch of the screw multiplied

by the weight on the stool represents the corresponding

work done by the screw.

Compute the efficiency. Whe.t bA•

comes of the work lost?

(Fig. 13)

Lever and axle.

Frocure two discarded pencil

sharpeners of the type shown (Fig. 14).
A~d

shaft from each.

Remove the crank

Then proceed to cut out a square

board about three quarters of an inch thick and about ten
inches by fourteen inches.

Near

t~o

center cut a circular

hole two and one half or three inches across, and on one
side of this opening fasten the frame or one of the peno11
sharpeners.

The other one is to be fastened on the other

side of the opening.

Before doing this, however, out a

piece of round rod the diameter of the original shaft and

lnng enough to reach through the two bearings.

Put a

spool securely on this she.ft near the middle and assemble.
To keep it from turning, score the shaft lengthwise w1th a

cold chisel.

Put a crank on one end of the shaft and se-

cure it with the set screw.

Put the ends of the shaft

through the bearing or the sharpener frames and fasten the
second frame in place.

Tack a piece

or

fish line to the

spool and you have a lever and axle or windlass.
Differential windlass.

Put another spool on the

shaft of the above apparatus, being careful to choose a
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Fig. 14. D1fterent1al windlass

~pool

with

sligl~tly

Boll up most

or

different d1amoter from the first one.

the line on tho first spool., pass the free

ond through a small awning pulley, taok it to the other
apool.

Hang a weight from the pulley so that it may be

raised or lowered through the hole in the board.

differential windlass.

{Fig. 14)

1~1is
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CHAPTER V

LIQUIDS AND GASES
Directions for making a half bottle. A halt bot•
tle is needed in many experiments with liquids and may
easily be constructed from a large bottle of the kind used
for chemicals.

Secure the bottle, a emall heater element

with screw base, and an electric cord.. Screw the element
into the socket and holding the socket and element in the
left hand,. slip off enough of the coiled wire to go arotmd
the bottle to be cut.

Put this coil around the bottle,

tighten by twisting the socket slightly to the left, and
have some one put the plug of the cord in an electric sook•
et.

Be careful not to touch the heater element with the

oUI'rent turned on.

Let the coiled wire become red and re-

main so for about a minute.
bottle.

The bottom may drop from the

If it does not do so, cut off the current, slip off

the wire and set the bottle in a dish of water.

The bottom

will drop off at once. File the edges smooth.
Viscosity test.

Hang equal weights of water and

sand from thin wires 1n tin cans.
ber or times and let them spin.

Twist both the same numThe sand oscillates the
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the longest.

Internal friction stops the other by absorbing

the energy, A more viscous liquid like molasses will oscillate longer.
Sieve that holds water.
wire fly screen.
given,

lt

Make a small sieve of

The dimensions and diagram tor cutting are

After bending tho aides up and fastening them in

place by means of the short ends of wire left when the
screen was cut, dip the screen in hot melted paraffin, remove it and permit it to drain. When cool it will float on
the surface of the water, Water may also be poured into it
and will remain within it a small piece ot paper is laid in
the bottom to break its fall when entering,
2.

(Fig. 16)

Make a horizontally mounted ring like the one

in the diagram by twisting #24 copper wire together.

Twist

the loose ends together to form a V below the ring and push
these ends through a small cork stopperJ and extend one of
them about two inches below the stoppor.

Now weight the

apparatus by clamping split shot to the lower wire.

Adjust

the weight until the cork will support the ring well above
the water but if the ring is pushed below the surface# the
cork will not be able to lift the ring from the surface being held down by the surface tension.
overflow can from tomato can.

To make an over•

flow can easily and quickly, remove the top of a tomato can
and make two cuts three fourth inches apart down the side

l

.-L ----I

J._.

Fis• 15• Sieve that holds watev

Fig. 16. Surface tension
apparatus

•

Fig, 17. An overflow oan
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a distance of about one and one half inches.
strip off but bend it out at right angles.

Do not cut the
Then lay a three

fourth inch bolt in the opening and strike sharply with a
hammer.

The tin will be pushed down at the can.

Bend up

the edges of the strip to form a trough through which the
water may flow.

To prevent this trough from overflowing it

will be necessary that all objects put 1n it be lowered in
slowly.

(Fig. 17)
Bursting bottle.

This simple apparatus may be oon•

structed in the home or school shop.

It shows

th~

incom•

pressibil1ty of water and demonstrates the principle of the
hydraulic press.

You will noed some e1.X ounce bottles all

of the same height, two blocks of wood three fourths inches
thick, two inches wide and six inches long, two bolts about
two and one half inches longer than the bottles, a short
length of five sixteenths inch rod and a rubber one hole
stopper to fit the bottles.

Bore holes in the boards as

shown in the diagram (Fig. 18).

Fill the bottle with water,

put in the stopper and assemble the other parts as shown,
putting the board with three holes at the
with some sort of a wooden handle, push it

top~. •

Fit the rod

th~. . ough

the mid-

dle hole of the top board and just through the rubber stopper.

Then clamp the boards together snugly by means of the

bolts so that the stopper fits in the bottle tightly and
the apparatus is ready to use.

Pushing the rod down into
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Fig. 18. Durat1ns bottle
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the bottle of water will break the bottle.
Pressure cooker as steam generator.

A pressure

cooker makes a very good steam generator and is in no way
injured by this use.

Either remove the regular pet cook and

install one that may be connected to the apparatus to be
·used with it or bore anothel' hole and thread 1t fo'J:f the
proper connection.
Dry ice Stl.A•

Make a dry ice gun by removing both

top and bottom from an oatmeal box.

Tie a sheet of inner

tube over one end and load w1th dry ice.

The dry 1oe will

sublime and fill the can with carbon dioxide.

Now aim the

gun at a candle several feet away, and tap the rubber end

with the finger.

An invisible mass ot carbon dioxide gas

goes to the candle and puts it out.

CHAPTER VI
HFAT AND LIGHT

Heat conductivity rod.

For this apparatus you

will need a short length of brass pipe about one inch in
d1amoter and a round wooden rod of the same dimensions.
Center the rod in tho lathe and turn down one end just
enough that it will go in the end of the pipe.

The wood

should be turned with a square shoulder and the pipe fitted
snugly against 1t.
Wrap it with a sheet

Smooth up the whole with sandpaper.

or

paper and heat the paper gently at

the junction of the wood and iron over a lamp flame•

The

paper will char over the wood more easily than over the
brass because the heat is conducted away more slowly by the
wood,

(Fig. 19)
Heat radiation through glass.

Place a sheet of

glass between a hot iron and a thermometer and notice how
little effect the iron has on tho thermometer.
iron with an electric light bulb.

Replace the

Notice the difference in

the effect on the thermometer.
Compound bar.

Rivet a strip of copper or brass

to a strip or iron w1 th small nuts, When heated or cooled
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the different rate or expansion of the two metals will

cause the conb1ned strips to bend in one direction or the
other.
Thermocouple.
been attempted.

Several types of thermocouple have

One built from a cigar box answered the

purtpose very well.

(Fig. 20)

Twenty four holes the size

of a #18 wire wero bored in pairs in each side of a chalk
box as shown in the diag1 e.m.
1

Twelve Dieces of #18 copper

wire were then passed through the box from one aide to the

other. parallel to each other.

The rows of holes nearest to

the bottom of the box were used in this procedure.

Next

twelve pieces of iron wire were passed through the other two
rows of holes parallel to each other.
The ends of these wires were then connected togeth-

er in aeries, an iron wire to a copper and a copper to nn
iron.

If a current were passed through them, the flow on

one side would all be from iron to copper and on the other
aide it would all be from copper to iron.
were connected to a galvanometer.

The terminals

The joints on one side

were heated by an alcohol lamp and current was generated.

A projection lantern. The writer had in hie possession several film strips which had accumulated for some
time.

Some cf them would be helpful in teaching but there

was no means of projecting them.

The class and teacher set

to work on the problem and developed the projection lantern
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P'ig. 20. Thermocouple
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described here,

(Fig. 21)

A rectangular tin can about four by six py ten inches was procured and the top cut out.

It wns given a coat

of black paint on the outside end inside.

It was then in-

verted and an R shaped out was made in the bottom and the
flaps turned up. A flat sheet of black tin wns fastened to
the top of these flaps over the opening.

This assembly was

then set up on a board over a cheap Edison socket equiped
with a 150 watt clear glass bulb.

T"ne board had holes bored

throueh 1t around the socket for ventilation. Wooden strips
ra1sed the board above the table and a rectangular
held the square can in place on top.

frai~e

T'ne socket was equip.

ped with a cord to connect it to an electric outlet.
For lenses reading glasses and a few demonstration
lenses from tho laboratory equipment were found to be all
that was needed. A round hole about one inch in diameter

was cut tbrougl.1 the square tin eru1 on a level with tho filament

or

the bulb and the reading lenses were clamped in

front of this opening to serve as condenser lenaes.

Two

lenses taken from the demonstration set ware then mounted in
front of the condenser lensea by means
holders on a strip of wood.

or

the regular lens

The strip of wood was one fourttl

by one and one half by six inches and was nailed to the
board with its edge up.

On this strip were set the lens

holders with their lenoes exactly in front of the reading
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glasses.

A mailing tube largo enough to slip over these

lenses was slotted nt the bottom to provide an opening for
the lens support,, blacked with ink on the ins1de1 o.nd el1p.

pad over the lenses.

A meto.l film guide was made from the

discarded frame of an old radio franaformer.

It was wired

to a square piece of glass with thin strips of wood used to
separate the glass and metal.

Thia opening was just large

enough to permit the freo passage

or

the film.

Tn1s film

guide was clamped vertically 1n front of the reading
glasses, the exact position being determined experimentally.
The space between the f1lm guide and the rending Blasaes was
then closed by fitting in it a short length of the blaclcened

mailing tube and a dowel was clamped horizontally above the
lens guide to hold the roll of film.

To focus it, the com-

pleted projector was aet up before a white wall in a dark•

ened room.

A film strip was inserted upside down in the

film guide and tho lenses wore adjusted by moving them back
~nd

forth 1n tho mailing tube until the bost poa1tions were

obtained to throw a sharp image on the wall.

The p1oture

produced at the most convenient distance was about two foet
equare.

The projector proved quite satisfactory for cle.ss

room use, and ms.de poso1blo the use of all

or

the film

strip materials on hand.
Stroboscope,.

A device that will arouse curiosity

1f not interest on the part of the child is the stroboscope.
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Fig. 22. A stroboscope
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This instrument seems to make whirling wheels stand still,
and makes it possible for the observer to see what to the
unaided eye is only a blUl'.
To build this stroboscope• you will need only

some sheet brass or heavy tin, the rubber bulb from an atomizer, a flat round shoe polish can and cover, a wooden file
handle. a flat headed wood screw, a short piece of one
eighth inch braes tubing, and a long thin brad tho.t fits
loosely in the bore of the tubing.

(Fig. 22)

T.b.G shoe polish box should be not more than three

and one fourth inches in diameter.

If it is larger, the

disc will have to be increased in size to correspond, Out
the disc from the sheet metal and solder a piece of the tubing in a hole through its center as a bearing to turn on the
nail.

Be sure that the vanes are out and bent as directed

that the rour slits are cut to the dimensions indicated and
that the disc will spin easily and freely inside the box on
the nail, whose head is to be soldered securely to the bot•
tom of the shoe polioh box.

Next punch a hole in the polish box for the nir
tube and solder this in place.

It should point on a line

tangent to the rotating disc, so that the air forced through
it by the atomizer bulb will strike strongly on the vanes

of the disc.

Out an opening on the side of the box to pre•

mit the air to escape after it has impelled the vanes.

Cut

6B

the holes for the eyepiece and put in a piece of tubing
from each side.

Solder them in place.

Solder a flat headed screw to the edge of the box.
Soro~

this into tho file handle, attach tho atomizer bulb,

and put tho cover on the shoe polish box and the strobo•
scope is ready to opernte.

Squeeze the bulb while looking

through the oyepicce at a vibrating or rotating object.
When the vane acquires the proper velocity the object will
appear to stand still.
Swinging weipJ1t illustrates polarization of light•

Support a poncil borizontally ss shown in the diagram.
(Fig. 23)
prevent
back.

th~

The threads at the sides are not tight enough to
pencil from swinging from left to right and

Hang a small weight from the end of the penoil.

It

will swing along the length of the pencil for some time but
when swung across

th~

line

or

the pencil it soon stops.

If

swung in a circle it soon loses side motion and swings onl7
along the line of the pencil.

This illustrates by analogy

how polarized light has been restricted to vibration in a
single plane.
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Fig.23. Swinging weight illustrates polarization
of light

OEAPTER VII

MAGUETISM
Dipping needle.
a piece of cork endwiae.

any magnetism.

T.hruot a knitting needle through
This needle should be free from

Pass a pin through the cork crosswise as

close above the needle as possible.

Adjust the needle back

and forth until it balar1ces perfectly when supported by the
pin, in an Ee.et and West position.
and

pl~ce

Mow magnetise the needle

the needle with its N seeking pole pointing North.

notice its behavior.

It will not balance but the n seeking

pole will be lower the.n the S seeking pole.
Magnetic loop.

Mnke a loop a.bout two inches in

diameter of several turns of insulated copper wire,

Bare

the ends, thrust them through a large flat cork and solder
them to small squares cf zino and copper respectively.
(Fig. 24)

Float the cork in a tumbler of dilute sulfuric

acid so that the metal plates hang down and the coil is
above the water,
coil~

If a

rr~gnet

it will be attracted.

is brought to one side of the
If it is brougl1t to the other

side of the coil, the coil will baok away and turn around.
The magnetic loop demonstrates that a wire loop
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Fig. 24. Magnetic loop
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with a. current flowing through it behaves like e. magnetized
disc with poles located on opposite faces (Fig. 25).
Procure a hardwood board about one foot long and
four incheo wide.

Set a large expansion bit to its largest

diametor and start to bore a hole in the center of the
board.

Bore tmtil the lip hns gone as deep as possible with•

out the blade removing any of the wood.

Then set the expan-

sion bit to nbout a one inch smaller diameter and repeat.
Using a narrow chisel, remove the wood between these two
circular outs forming a circular groove.
be :r.r.ade about one fourth inch deep.

Thia groove should

Then 1n the center bore

a one half inch hole about one fourth inch deep.

This cir•

cular groove and hole form cups to hold the mercury into
which the ends of the wire loop are to dip.

loop

or

Make tho wire

copper wire, making it about eight or ten inches in

diameter and shaping 1t around a can or other round object.
Bond tho lower ends into shape end fasten them together
with friction tape so that they do not touch.

This completea

the loop.

To hang it, make a wire frame in the shape of a U

inverted.

Fasten the ends of this U firmly in the board far

enough apart to permit the loop to swing freely when suspended under it.

Hang the loop to this frame by means of a

thread so that ita ends will touch the mercury in the cups

and be free to rotate in them.

Connect the mercury 1n these

cups to binding posts, by means of wires. Now connect the ap-
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Fig. 25. Magnetic loop with mercury contacts

paratus to a source of direct current and the coil

w11~

swing until the plane of the loop is East and West and the
magnetic field or the loop is lined up with the earth's
magnetic field,
'l\vo carriage bolts for cores and

Electro magnet.

a atr1p or iron for the yolk may be used to make a strong
electromagnet (Fig. 26).

Tho bolts should be five s1xtoenth

of an inch by throe inches.

They should be fitted with two

nuts and two fibre washers each,

The fibre washers should

be about one and ono half inches in diameter.

File off tho

square ahoulder under the head of each bolt, place the
washers on it and one nut screwed down ao as to leave about
one half inch of threads projecting through it.
Wind oach ooil with all tho #18 copper wire that
1t will hold keeping the layers smooth end close.

If thoy

are both wound 1n the same direction, they will have to be

connected togother so that the current will go around them
in opposite directions, making one bolt head on N pole and
the other a S polo.
Bore f!vo sixteenth inch holes in the ends of the
yolk and a one fourth 1noh hole in the center.

Put the

threaded ends of the cores through the holes in the ends
of the yolk and secure them with the extra nuts.

Use the

hole in the middle of the yolk to fasten the magnet to a
short length of broom handle.

Connect tho free ends of the
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Fig. 2e. Electro magnet
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coils to a current of sis to eight volts. When the current
is turned on the magnet will attract and lift a weight of
three

o~

four pounds.
Lifting magnet.

A lifting magnet

or

considerable

lifting strength can be made from an old radio transformer,
of the type pictured. Wind the coil on a wooden frame and
tape.

Use #18 or #20 magnet wire.

Bolt the sections ot

the core together as shown in diagram (Fig. 27).

Coil tor ri.ag_netizins objects. Wrap about fifty
turns ot insulated copper wire about a short length of
cardboard tube which is one half to three fourth inches in
diameter.

If you insert the ends of the tube in tight fit•

ting holes in squares of thin wood and glue them

ther~

you

will be able to do a better job of winding the coil and
after it is wound, the squares will support the coil.

After

the coil has been wound, nail other thin wooden strips on
two sides to strengthen it.
Connect the terminals to a source

or

direct cur-

rent and while the current is turned on insert the object
to be magnetized 1n the tube.

Let it stay for a few seconds,

meanwhile tapping it with a hammer.

Only articles of hard

steel may be magnetized into permanent magnets.

Soft iron

will be magnt1zed strongly whilo in the coil but will lose
its magnetism quickly when the current is cut off.
Telegraph sounder from wooden chalk box.

The old

6V

Fig• 27. Lifting magnet
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Fig. 28, A telegraph sounder
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style wooden chalk box, a small coil spring, a bar from a
broken door latch, a few quarter inch bolts, and some in•
aulated copper wire are all that is needed to build a
sounder for a simple telegraph instrument.

On the top of

the chalk box, fasten on 1ts edge with glue a piece of wood
one halt by two by four inches 1n dimensions.

If the door

latch bar 1s longer than three and one half or four inches,
cut off one end leaving the holes at the other end. With
a screw through one of the holes near the end fasten the
bar 1n place as shown in the diagram (Fig. 28).

Do not

make the connection too tight but leave it so that the bar
may rotate freely on the screw as an axis,

Make a magnet from a one fourth inch carriage
bolt.

Put two fibre washers on the bolt and screw the nut

down until it is one and one half inches from the head,
Wind the space between the washers with the insulated wire.
Then remove the nut, put the end of the bolt through the
hole which you have bored in the chalk box just below the
free end of the bar and fasten it in place with a nut inside
the box. Another bolt may be put close to the first with
its hend projecting over the head of the first to catch the
ba.r on the upward swing.

Put two nuts on this bolt so that

1t may be adjusted up and down.

The telegraph sounder is now ready to be connected
to a key and dry cell in series.

The key can be made from

,0
a strip ot metal fastened to a rectangular block at one end
and free to move up and down at the other end.
under the free end and fasten a wire to it.
is soldered to the strip of metal.

Put a screw

Another wire

A knob of wood or other

insulating material may be put on the free end.
Relay switch from model T Ford coil.

Dismantle

two Ford coils and secure a primary winding complete with
core and two circuit breakers.

Do not unwind the coil but

make a frame to hold it (Fig. 29).

Remount one circuit

breaker over the coil but invert it and mount the other be•
low it as shown.

Now connect the coil in series with a

small battery and telegraph key.

The points of the circuit

breaker are to be connected in series with another battery
and a sounder. When properly set up and adjusted, closing
the telegraph key causes the circuit breaker to complete the
circuit through the sounder.
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Fig. 29. Relay switch

OBAP'l'ER VIII

STATIC CHARGES

Jumping pith balls.
with its ends

restin~

Lay a sheet of window glass

on two books.

Beneath the glass scat-

ter several small pith balls or pieces of paper.

Rub the

sheet of glass with a piece or wool and the pith balls will
jump up and down between the table and the glass.

'l'he

charged glass attracts these small objects to 1t, but on
contract vii th the glass they become charged like the glass
and fall back.

At the table this charge is lost and the pro-

cess is repeated•

(Fig. 30)

Electroppprus.

Shellac the bottom of a round tin

cake or pie pan on the outside.

Uow cut out a circular

piece of sheet iron slightly smaller than the bottom or the
pan and cement or tack the rubber stopper to the middle of
the 1ron disk.
On a cold day, lay the pan on a table upside down.
Rub the bottom with a woolen cloth or cat akin.

Grasp the

rubber stopper and using it as a handle lay the sheet of
iron on the shellac surface.
chnrgod by induction.

The sheet of iron becomes

Touch it with the finger while it 1s
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Fig. 30. Jump1ns pith ball apparatus

in this position and remove it from the shellac by means of
the rubber stopper.

If the finger is now brought near it,

a spark will result between the finger and the sheet ot
iron.
Energy for spark.

Suspend a baking powder can

cover by means of silk threads to a fine coiled spring.
Lower the can top to a charged electrophorus and lift away
without touching it.

Note the amount the spring stretches.

Lower 1t to the charged electrophorus egain and touch with
the finger before removing it.

Note how much more the

spring is stretched.
The electroscoEe•

The electroscope is useful !n

detecting and measuring static charges of electricity.

To

make one, get a clear glass flask or bottle, a rubber

stopper, a sheet of gold leaf and a length of copper wire.
Bend the wire into the shape indicated in the diagram

(Fig. 31) and pass the straight end through the stopper
from bottom to top.

From the gold leaf cut a strip about

two inches long and one fourth inch wide.

Keep the gold

leaf between the sheets of paper of the original package
while cutting.

It is very difficult to handle if removed.

Carefully hang it from the lower loop of the copper wire,
lower the wire into the bottle and press in the stopper.
When a charge is put on the wire the straps of
gold leaf will separate.

......

F1g. 31. Electroscope
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Potential vs capacity.

This apparatus 1s made

from the tin foil from an old Ford coil, a glass rod and
some gold loaf.

(Fig. 32)

Unroll about a foot of the tin foil and fasten
the ends to the glass rods by gasket ahellac.

Let them dry.

Then support the sheet by one rod so that the tin foil on
the other rod is in contact with the wire from an electro•
scope.

Use a piece of thread tied from each end of the

glass rod and fastened to a stationary object to hold the
rod steady and against the tin foil.

Take the other rod in

the hand with the tin foil partly rolled up on it, charge
the foil.

Note the divergence of the leaves.

the tin foil on the rod in your hand.
diverge.

Then roll up

The gold leaves will

Unroll the foil and the gold leaves will fall to-

gether.
Dielectric constant.

Hang a small metal box above

an electroscope and charge it from an elootrophorus.
how much the leaves diverge.

Note

Then place a glass plate be•

tween the two and note what happens.

The amount that a sub•

stance does this determines its dielectric constant.
Electric chime.

Suspend horizontally near each

other two bells from old electric bells or from an old telephone (Fig. 33).

Use copper wires hung from a dry wooden

rod which is clamped in a horizontal position.

Connect the

ends of the copper wires to the poles of a static machine

Fig. 32. Apparatus showing relation between
potential and capacity
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and between the two bells hang a small nut or ball by a
silk thread.

When the static machine is operated, the nut

will swing back and forth between the bells.

This behavior

is due to the fact tr.at opposite charges attract and lilce
charges repel each other. When the nut strikes a bell it
receives the same charge as tho bell and is repelled.

The

other bell being of opposite charga attracts it and this
process repeats.

CHAPTER IX

DIRECT CURRENTS
F.xperimental rectifier. Direot current is some•
times needed for electrical experiments when only A.

o.

current 1s available. A simple rectifier is easily made
from a strip of aluminum, the carbon rod from a dry cell, and
a mason fruit jar.

Make a wooden cover for the jar and cut holes
through. it to hold the aluminum strip and the carbon rod,
(Fig. 34)

Make the holes the right size to hold the rods

with one end projeoting just above the cover.

A small brass

bolt put through a hole in the end of the aluminum strip
will serve as a terminal to hold one wire.

The b:l.nd1ng post

already on the carbon rod will hold the other.

Paint the

wooden cover with hot paraffin and put the aluminl:&!ll str1p
and the carbon rod in place.

Fill the jar nearly full of

water and add three or four teaspoonfuls of baking soda.
Put the oover in place and your rectifier is ready for use.
As it operates better on currant of low voltage, it should
be connected in series with a bell transformer or a

110 volt lamp.

sma11

Connected thus it may be used to charge a
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Fig. 34. Experimental reot1f1er

battery of demonstration storage cello, and tho current from
the cells used as needed for simple experiments.

Its aotion

depends on the fact that aluminum oxide forms on the
num when it is positive.
prevents current flow.

alum.1~

This substance being an insulator

Vfuen the aluminum becomes negative

the aluminum oxide d1soolves and current passes.
Store.5e cell. A simple storage cell is easily

made.

It will need to be recharged often at first but will

give current for longer intervals of time after it has been
used sometime.

You will need two strips

or

lead about one and one

halt inches wide and seven inches long for each cell.
Solder a copper wire to one end of each and put the other
end in a quart fruit jar.

Bend the upper ends down on the

outside of the jar to hold them in place.
Fill the jar nearly tull of an electrolyte com•
posed of water and sulfuric acid.
made by adding twenty or

thi~ty

each tumblerful of water used.

Thia electrolyte may be

drops of sulfuric acid to
This cell will not deliver

any current until it has been charged.

It can be charged by

means of a dry cell or by means of the Trickle Rectifier described above.

If a higher voltage is desired connect

several of these cells in series.
Rheostat for 32 volt batte17.

If tbe lighting

current available is 32 volts, furnished by a 32 volt gen•

~l

Fig. 35. Rheostat for 32 volt battery

erator and a sixteen cell battery, this outfit may be made
to deliver different voltages from two volts to th1rty two
volts in steps of two volts (Fig. 35). A grey soapstone
switch base may be used for the base of the rheostat and
one bar of a knife switch with the handle and hinge attached
can be used to make the contact blade.

Bore a hole through

the soapstone base near one side and about midway between

the two ends.

TJ:irough this hole fasten the hinge support

of the knife switch.

Use a small spring to hold it tight

but at the same time leave it free to turn when the knife 1a
rotated from side and aide.

Locate eight points in a semi•

circle about the first hole bored,

The radius of this cir•

ole is to be determined by the length of the knife switch
blade and the size of the base. At these points bore small
holes and put in each a contact point taken from another

old knife switch.

Eight will be needed and they may be

ob~

ta1ned from foUl" double knife switches of the type having
porcelain bases.

The battery will have two leads going from it to
the regular lighting circuit,
leads is 32 volts.
an appliance outlet.

The voltage between these

Connect them each to a one terminal of
Next connect the free terminal of

each of the outlets to the knife blade terminal of the
rheostat.

Then connect rheostat terminal number one to the

wire between cells number one and two or the battery,

rheostat te:rm1nal number two to the wire between cells num•
ber two and three af the battery, and continue 1n this way
until all the rheostat terminals have been connected.

This

completes the wiring. With the knife blade in the contact

of rheostat terminal number one, the voltage on the two outlets will be two volts and thirty volts respectively.

Mov•

ing the knife blade to the next terminal changes these volt•
a~os

to four and twenty eight volts respectively and con•

tinuing to move tho knife blade from one terminal to an ad•
jacent terminal continues this change of voltage 1n steps
of two volts. A third outlet may be located near at hand
to furnish 32 volt current.

You will have cUl"rents of

three voltages, two of which may be varied by changing the
position of the knife switch.
Lamp rheostat.

A lamp rheostat consists

ot a

band of lamps so arranged that they may be connected in
series or in parallel or 1n combinations of aeries and parallel.

Such a bank may bo made from low priced Edison soc-

kets and single pole knife switches.
Dimmor from old

moto~

rheostat.

A dimmer was

needed for a ccene in a play given in high school.
boys, with the help
carded rheostat.

or

The

the teacher. built one from a dis•

The coils of the rheostat were burned out

and were discarded.

Between the contact bars ordinary

heater element of the type used in hot plates was connected.

The length of the element between any two bars was just
enough that the lig;h.ts might be gradually dimmed as the
rheostat handle was moved.from one side to tho other· and
there would be no sudden change at either end.
It wna found that the short length need.ed for the
first ·steps became so intensely hot that it soon buttned out.
To correct this, two wires were run between these first bars
of the rheostat and their length increased accordingly.
This dimmer was used to increase or decrease the 1ntens1tJ
of stnge illumination.

By means of this piece

Voltage drop apparatus.

of equipment, the drop in voltage in an electrical
may be demonstrated by means of a water analogy.

o1~cu1t

The piece

of equipment described was built of some lead pipe and an

old pump from an automobile engine.
of a small electric motor.

It waa driven

by

means

The oil pump was clamped to one

end of a one by twelve by twenty four inch board with the
shaft in a horizontal position.

The lead pipe was connected

to the discharge opening of the pump e.nd was run along the
board.to the other end where it waa bent· in a U curve and
retuttned to tile intake pipe of the pump.
it in plaoe.

Pipe straps held

Upright glass tubes set at regular intervals

in the pipe line from the outlet of the pump were used to
indicate tho pressure at tho different points.

To connect

the glass pipe to the lead pipe, holes were bored in the
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lead pipe a trifle larger than the outside diameter of the
glass. A short length of soft rubber tubing was then pushed
down into this opening and the glass tube forced down into
the rubber tuba.

Gasket cement was used to make the joint

hold under presoure.

As nn added precaution against the

glass tubes blowing out, a rectangular frame of wooden
strips was made to hold them.

The tops of the glass tubes

were inserted in holes 1n the upper horizontal strip,

These

holes were bored into the strip from the bottom for a dis•
tanco of about one half inch with a diameter equal to the
diameter of the glass tubes, but were continued on through
the strip with a smaller diameter.

The whole apparatus in•

eluding the pump was filled with water until it atood n lit•
tle over half way up in the glass· tubes.- A pulley clamped
to the shaft of tho pump furnished a source of motivation.
The pulley was later discarded and the shaft spun by band

because under these conditions the apparatus operated more
aatiofactorily than when turned at high spoeda. When the
pump was not turning the water stood o.t the same level in
all tubes, but when the pump was in operation the water
rose higher in the tube nearest the pump.

The

farther that

a glass tube was located from the pump the lower the water
stood 1n it.
circuit.

The same principle applies to an electric

CHAPTER X

INDUCED CURRENTS
Demonstration transformers.

Demonstration trans-

formers may be built from the cores of discarded radio
transformers.

The windings may be made from double cotton

covered copper wire.

The primary and secondary may be on

opposite sides of the core or they may be wound so that they
are on the same side or the core with the secondary wound
around the primary.

They may be used as step down or step

up transformers.
Bell transformers are cheap and may be used it
available instead or the home made type.
Spark gap apparatus.

A model T Ford coil may be

used in several experiments in electricity.

To use it ef-

fectively you should have something to hold it.

Thia ap-

paratus provides such a support with binding posts for wire
connections and will be found useful in may experiments.
(Fig. 36)

The wires are automobile high tension wires and

are run through holes bored in the wooden blocks.

The con-

tact points and spark gap posts are taken from the Ford coil
box.

One aide or the spark gap is fixed, the other is ad-
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juatable by means of a slot in the bar that holds the knob.
The bars arc made from starter motor winding and the knobs
are brass nuts taken from dry cells and filed round..

Con•

nect the primary binding posts to a six volt source of direct current and slip a coil into position in the socket.
The apparatus 1s then ready for use in connection with other

apparatus described elsewhere.
Precipitating smoke with spark coil.

Support a

lamp chimney in an upright position as shown (Fig. 37).
Loop two bnre copper wires through the chimney as shown and
connect the ends to the secondary of a Ford spark 0011.
Hold a smoking flame under the chimney and turn on the current.

The smoke will disappear.

High frequency coil.

To build this high frequency

coil (Fig. 38) requires about 350 feet or a little over one
eight pound of #30 double cotton covered copper wire, about
fifteen feet of #14 rubber insulated copper wire, fourteen
sheets of window glass five and one half by eight inches,
the tin foil from a Ford condenser, a mailing tube about one
and three fourth inches in outside diameter, two cork stop•
pers to fit inside of this tube, a round oatmeal box, a four
and one half inch length of #8 copper wire and a three fourth
inch iron ball.
Glue a stopper in one end of the mailing tube.
Secure one end of the #30 wire at that end of the tube by

Fig. 38. High frequenc1 coil

passing it through holes in the walls of the tube, and pro•
ceed to wind a layer of fifty turns of the wire around the
tube.

Keep the turns close together and do not let them

over lap. When this operation is finished, cut off the
mailing tube just above the last turn of wire and glue a
cork stopper in the end.

Secure the end of the wire by pass-

ing it through a hole punched through the walls of the mail•
ing tube and coming out in the top of the cork near its ·center.

This end is to be the top of the coil.

Solder the

iron ball to one end of the #8 copper wire, and mount it on
the top of the coil by imbedding the free end or tho wire
in the cork stopper and soldering to it the loose end of
the wire from the 0011.
Having oompleted the secondary coil, proceed to
make the primary coil.
Bare one end of the #14 wire and insert it in a
hole near the bottom of the oatmeal box core.
ject inside about two inches.

Let it pro-

Now wind ten turns of the

wire on the box and remove one half inch of the insulation
from each turn.

To do this wind the wire on the box and

mark the spaces to be bored.
the insulation and rewind.

Then unwind the wire, remove
Secure the loose end by pass-

ing it through a hole to the inside of the box.
the box off just above

th~

Next cut

last turn and bend the loose end

over the top to the outside.

Mount this coil near one end

of the board by gluing it in place.

Then mount the second-

ary coil inside the primary by gluing the cork stopper in
the bottom of the secondary to the bottom of the oatmeal
box.

Solder the loose end of #30 wire from the bottom of

the secondary to the loose end of #14 wire from the bottom
of the prirr.e.ry.
The next step is to make the condenser.

lay a sheet of glass on the table.

To do this

On this lay a sheet of

foil, then another sheet of glass and a sheet of foil with
the 'tab on the opposite side.

Continue laying down a sheet

of glass and a sheet of foil in this manner until all have
been assembled.

Put the tin foil on the glass with a one

half inch mo.rgin all around the edge.

Bind all together

with friction tape.

To mount, lay the condenser on the board, fold
the loose ends of the tin foil tabs together and connect
them to the terminals to which the lead wires are to be
soldered.

Make these terminals by cutting rectangular pieces

of copper one inch by two inches and bending them to form a

right angle. With screws clamp these copper angles to the
board so that the screws will force the metal plates snugly
against the tabs of tin foil.

Solder the lead wires in

place, connecting the condenser and coils as shown in the
diagram.

To operate, connect lead wires to the spark &:\P
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with a Ford coil in place. (Spark gap is described elsewhere in this report.)

Use spark gap not over one sixteen

inch across.
Adjust, by connecting the hook on the loose wire
to the turn on the primary coil turn that gives the greatest
spark from the ball at the top.

In a dark room a violet

halo will surround the ball on top of the coil.
Ozone generator.

Two pieces of window glass and

two pieces Of· tin foil may be used to make a simple ozone
generator.

Out the window glass three inches wide and four

inches long and the tin foil two inches wide and three
ches long.

in~

The two panes of glass separated a little by

two thin sticks are placed between the two sheets of tin

foil and each sheet of tin foil is connected to one secondary terminal of a spark coil.

After the coil has been in

operation for a few minutes, a strong odor of ozone will be
noticed.

In a dark room a violet glow will be seen be-

tween the plates.
Induction coil.
ing th1ng9 (Fig. 39).

This coil will do many interest-

It will cause an aluminum ring to

jump into the air, a kettle or water to boil and a lamp
with pieces of wire fastened to terminals to burn.
Make a core of #24 or #26 stovepipe iron each
three by ten inches.

Out enough of the sheets to make a

stack three inches thick when tightly pressed together.
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Fig. 39• Induction coil
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Shellac them and allow them to dry betore the core is as•
aembled. When dry, ate.ck thom and bind with four layers of
friction tape.

Put thin cardboard between the third and

fourth layers.

Next wrap with 400 turns of #12 D 0 C copper

wire putting exactly 100 turns to the layer.

It will take

about eight and one half pounds of the wire for this operation.

Put thin cardboard between the layers of wire. Con•

nect a lead to the 200th and tho 300th turn.
tape the joints•
e.s shown.

Solder and

Bring all leads to the bottom of the coil

The leads are numbered l, 2, 3, and 4,

The cur-

rent on leads 1 and 4 is eighteen amperes at 220 volte and
nine amps at 110 volts.

Uae these when the current is to

be on for a long time.

For shorter periods, as when pro-

jecting the ring, current may be connected to leads l and 2
or l and 3,
The ring should be of aluminum one inch wide and
six inches in inside diameter,

It must be continuous with

no joints.
Electric fence.

I

once came upon a man trying to

set up an electric fence with a Ford coil to step up the
current for the shock.

He wao planning to sot it so that

the contact buzzed all of the time.

It was not satisfactory

and he gave up in disgust.
Later on I came across these directions for an
electric fence.

Secure two boards of the dimensions shown,
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Fig. 40. Electric fence control

and fasten them together as pictUl'ed (Fig. 40).

On the

lower board secUl'e a Ford coil by means of blocks and wires.
Suspend the pendulum from a large nail above the coil as
shown.

Connect the primary of the coil to a six volt bat-

tery and the secondary to the fence and ground (see diagram).
When the pendulum is pulled back and released it swings forward and hits the piece of sheet metal fastened to the contact, and closes the primary circuit, but is immediately
kicked back by the pull of the magnet.
the contacts break.

The shock occurs as

Inclose the whole in a waterproof box

if it is to be used out of doors.
Eddy currents.

Solder an automobile valve to the

center of a circular sheet of copper.

Place it in the ro-

tator so that the sheet of copper is held horizontally.
Support a sheet of glass to which a thumb tack has been at•
tached on one side with wax, just above the copper sheet
and put a magnetic needle on the round point of the uptUl'ned thumb tack.

Adjust the parts so that the needle is

directly over the center of the circular disc.
the copper disc.

The

ma~etio

Magnetic brake.

Now rotate

needle will rotate also.

Suspend a pendulum made of

heavy sheet copper so that it swings between the poles of
an electromagnet.

Be sure 1t will swing freely.

Excite

the magnet with three or four dry cells and swing the
pendulum.

It will stop quickly, because the effect of the
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eddy currents generated in the copper opposes the force that

induces them.
Seeing A 0 current alternate.

Soak a sheet of

paper in a solution of starch and potassium iodide,
moist sheet of paper on a metal plate.

Connect one wire

from a source of A 0 current to the metal plate.

the other one to an electric lamp.

Lay the

Connoct

Now attach to tho other

terminal of the lamp a piece of insulated copper wire.
Bare the end

or

this wire and slip a ahort piece of rubber

tubing over the insulation that is left.

Now grasp the in•

sulated wire and with the current on, draw the bare end ot
the wire across the sheet at various speeds.
Commutator.

One means of changing D C current

into alternating current for demonstration purposes 1s a
simple commutator turned by hand or by mechanical means.
The one described was constructed in school by pupils from
common materials (F1g. 41).

It consisted of twenty com-

mutator bars of sheet copper arranged on a board in a circle nnd a movable arm.

For convenience sake the bars were

numbered 1, 2, 3 etc around the circle and wires were
soldered between them connecting odd numbered bars to odd
numbered bars and even numbered bars to even numbered bars.
The movable arm was attached to the board base by means of
a screw passed through its center and into the board at the
exact center of the circle.

This acrew should fit loosely
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Fig. 41. A commutator
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in the arm so that it will be free to turn on it. A short
length of coiled spring on the screw above the arm will keep
it pressed snugly against the commutator bars.

Contact is

made with the bars by means of contacts from a spark coil
box held in place by brass bolts passed through the bar from
below and secured by means of a nut on top.
contacts are needed.

Four of these

Place those nearest the ends of the

bar so that when the contact at one end rests on an oven
numbered bar, the one at the other end rests on an odd num•
bered bar.

The other two contact points will project below

the bar and make contact with circular rings of sheet copper fastened to the board in concentric circles about the
center screw.
Connect the circular rings to a source of direct
current and the two sets of commutator bars to the circuit
you wish to supply with alternating current.

By means of a

handle made of a spool and attached to one end of the bar
turn it rapidly.

The frequency of the alternating current

produced will depend on the speed at which this bar is
turned.
Demonstration of A C meter. Wind several turns
of door bell wire around a cardboard tube two or three in•
ohes long.

Stand the tube on end and connect it in series

with a small electric heater element.

Now lower two nails

into the tube side by side by means of two threads.

The
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nails will repel each othor and tho greater tho current the
greater the repulsion.

CHAPTER XI
MOTORS AND GENERATORS
A direct current motor.

A simple motor to operate

on a dry cell may be constructed from a large cork stopper.
a smaller cork stopper, a piece or tin, some insulated

COP-

per wire, a knitting needle and a horseshoe magnet.
Thrust the knitting needle through the large stopper from end to end, being careful to center the stopper on
the needle.

Then do the oe.me with the smaller stopper.

The

large stopper is to be tho armature of the motor and the
smaller one is to be the

com.~utator

(Fig. 42). Wind the in-

sulated wire around the large stopper lengthwise, ten to
twenty times.

Cut notches in the cork to keep the coils

from slipping off.

To keep the whole balanced, be eure that

half of the turns go on one aide of the knitting needle
shaft and the other half on the other side.

Begin and end

the coil on the side next to the small stopper.

Bare the

ends of these wires and fasten with a rubber band along opposite sides.
Out the knitting needle off, if it is too long and
sharpen the ends to a point with a file, finishing with emory
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Fig. 42. Direct current motor
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pa.per.

Make n frame of tin and wood us shown in the dia-

gram.-

Small dents mnde with a punch furnish bearings for

the ends of the shaft.

The distance between these bearings

should be exactly the length of the shaft.

Put tho shaft

in place and adjust the tension so that it turns freely.
Next make a brush holder from a square wooden stick whoso
thickness 1a the same as the diameter of tho small spool.
Olean the ends of two wires and tack them along the stick
with their ends projecting over the end about an inch.

The other ends arc to be connected to a dry coll.

Place

the magnet with 1ta poles on either aide of the coil and
clamp it in position.

Then secure the brush holder in place

and adjust the brushes for tension and position.

The brush

holder may be held 1n the hand or held by a strip of tin as

shown.
The synchronous motor.

This synchronous motor

runs on the same principle as the cheap electric clocks.
It is built from n cork stopper, some nails, a piece of
sheet iron and some insulated copper wire.

Out from sheet

iron about 0.02 inch or more thick a six toothed disc

three and one half inches in diameter for the armature and
secure it to one end of the cork stopper with cement.

(Fig. 43)

A glass tube sealed at one end pushed into a

hole in the other end of the stopper will serve as a bearing for the armature.

Its upper end should project a lit-
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F1S• 4S. Synobl'onoue motor
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tle above the sheet iron through a hole in 1ts center.
Make the field coils or twenty penny nails wound
with eight layers of #24 enameled magnet wire.

Wrap each

one with two layers of paper and fit it with fibre washers
to hold the wire in place.

Mount the field coils in place

by driving them into holes bored three and three quarters of
an inch apart in a block of wood.

A strip or sheet iron

with holes in the ends three and three quarters or an inoh
apart will serve as a yolk.

Connect the ends or the wire

between the two cores so that when one nail head is a North
pole the other will be a South pole. Another nail set up.
right between the two field coils will serve as a support
for the armature.

Connect the terminals or the field coils

to the secondary terminals of a bell transformer. or to 110
volt alternating current through a lamp bank or two 75 watt
lamps in series.

To set the armature in motion spin it by

means of the end of the glass tube projecting above the top.

As 1t slows down it will fall in step with the alternations
of the current and continue to run at that speed until the
current is cut off.

If it fails to start at the first time

slight adjustments may be needed or several attempts may be

necessary.
,Two phase A 0 motor.

This two phase motor may be

used with the generator described later on.
the principle

or

a rotating magnetic field.

It illustrates
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Fig. 44. Two phase motor
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It may be made from an iron hoop (the kind used
on wagon hubs will do), four three eighths by three and one
half inch bolts, eight bakelite or hard rubber washers one
and one half or two inches in diameter, a magnotio needle or
compass and some #18 D 0 C copper wire.

The hoop should be

about eight or nine inches in diameter.

Bore four three

eighths inoh holes through the hoop, 90 degrees apart and
put the bolts 1n these holes from the inside with two.washers
on each bolt (Fig. 44)•

Secure the bolts in pos1t1on by

means of two nuts, one on the inside of the hoop and the
other on the outside.

In this position, the heads of the

bolts will point toward tho center of the hoop and should
be separated by a distance a little greater than the length
of the magnetic needle or the diameter of the compass which

is to be used between them.
The next step is winding the coils about the bolts.

They may all be wound in the same direction with all leads
leaving the coil near the nut.

Connect a lead from each of

two oppas!te coils to a pair of binding posts.

Carry the

other two leads from these coils around the hoop and solder
them together and tape.

Be sure the ooila are connected so

that when one bolt head 1p
will be

R

South pole.

a1

North pole the one opposite

Connect the other

tt.10

oppoa1 te coils

1n the same way and connect their free leude to

of binding posts.

anoth~r

pair

lll

Fasten the assembly to two em.all boards by means
of the coil bolts as shown.
for the purpose.

These should be long enough

Lay this completed assembly on its back,

set the magnetic needle between bolt heads and connect each
pair of binding posts to one side of the two pbsne generator.
Start the generator and observe the effect on the magnetic
needle.

It will rotate rapidly, following the rotating

magnetic field set up in the motor coils by the current.

110 volt A C generator from model T generator. A
110 volt A 0 generator may be made from a model T Ford generator.

Select a generator with the field coils in good

condition. Remove the gear, the end plate and bearing and
pull out the armature shaft with commutator and armature.
Remove all wire from the armature but do not injure the in•
sulating materials in the slots and at the end of the core.
If this insulation is injured, it must be replaced before
rev11nd1ng is done,

Use sheet fibre or heavy brown paper

for the purpose.
Procure about l lb. #25 single cotton enamel
wire.

Solder one end of the wire to the shaft between the

armature and commutator.

Pass the wire through the nearest

slot and around the core clockwise into tho next adjacent
slot and back through this slot to the point of beginning.
Do not cut or fasten the wire but repeat the process pressing the coils down into the slots until 90 turns of wire
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have been put in these slots.

Number the slots just wound

Nos,, l and 2 in the order in which the wire was laid in
them and proceed to number the slots in this direction
around the armature.. Take the wire from slot 2 to slot 21
and from slot 21 to slot 3.. Now wind 90 turns of wire in
slots 21 and 3.. Next proceed from slot 21 to slot 4 and
then back to slot 20. Wind 45 turns in slots 4 and 20.
The winding thus far has all been in a cloclcw1se

direction,

Now go from slot 4 to slot '1 and back counter-

clockwiae thl'.'ough slot 6.

Put 90 turns in these slots.

Then go from slot.6 to slot 8 and back oountercloclrniso
through slot 5, Wind 90 turns in those slots.

Go from

slot 5 to slot 9 and back through slot 4. Wind 45 turns here
and slot 4 will be full,

Now go from slot 4 to slot 11 and

proceed in a clockwise direction into slot 12. Wind 90 t'LlrrS
in these two slots.

Next go from slot 12 to slot 10 and

from slot 10 to slot 13. Wind 90 turns through slots 10 and
13.

Go from slot 13 to slot 9 and wind 45 turns throutrh

slots 9 and 14. Next go from slot 14 to slot 17 and wind
90 turns counterclockwise in slots 17 and 16.

Go from slot

16 to slot 18 and put 90 turns in slots 18 and 15. Complete
the winding by going from slot 14 to slot 19 and putting 45
turns counterclookw1se through slots 19 and 14.

Take the

wire from slot 19 to the nearest section of the commutator
and solder it there.
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complete the commutator, solder a piece of cop-

per wire around the commutator close up to the armature so
that it will not interfere with the operation of the brushes.
Dip the windings in varnish and let them dry. After the

varnish has dried, reassemble the rew.ound

generato~,

lenv•

1ng the field terminals projecting from the generator.

The

lead wires to the load nre fastened one by the brush connection and the other by solderins to the frame.
As no provision has been made for energizing the

field coils, this must be done before the generator can be
operated to produce electric current.

There are several

possible means of doing th1o, but perhaps the best is by using another 6 volt generator in good working order.

This

does not have to be a Ford generator, any 6 volt genera.tor
will do.

Belt it separately to the source of' power or con•

neot it to the shaft of the rewound generator by means of' a
flexible non conducting shaft coupling.

There should be no

metal connection between the two generators.

Connect one

of the field coil termino.ls of the rewound generator to the
binding post of the 6 volt generator and the other field
teI'minal to the frrune of' the generator by soldering.

T.he

rewound generator should revolve at a speed of' 1600 r p m
and will deliver A 0 current at 110 volts and 60 cycles

with a capacity of' about 300 watts.
A O generator from model T Ford magn.eto. Alter-
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Fig• 45. An alternating current generator
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ne.t1ng current is needed in quite a number or experiments
1n physics and when a 32 volt D C lighting plant furnishes
the only electric oUI'rent available some means or generat•
ing A C current must be provided if theae experiments are to
be performed. A commercial A C generator may be out of the
question because

or

take care

or

coat but a simple generator that will

the needs of a laboratory is quite easily con-

structed from the magneto of an old modol T Ford automobile
engine•
Obtain a magneto with good field coils and strong
magnets and get with it the short piece of shaft that originally SeI'Ved as a transmission shaft in the Ford engine.
Examine the field coils for grounds and shorts.

Should the

coils be shorted to the frame at any point, it will be neoeasa!'y to pry them away and slip mica or bakelito behind them.
Remove the short shaft and all sears and pins f'ran
the back of' the flywheel.

Bolt the fl'S'Wheel to the short

shaft as it was in the engine and mount on a frame as shown
1n the diagram (Fig. 45) •

A main bearing cap and the hol•

low shaft of a clutch cover fastened to the upright with
lag screws form a bearing for the shaft. A pulloy on the
pro3eot1ng end or the shaft holds it in place and when
bolted to a source of power is used to drive the completed
generator.
A satisfactory support for the coil is shown.

It
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consists of a piece of strap iron bent into the shape shown
and bolted to. this coil.
tion.

Strap iron braces prevent vibra-

Clamp the support to the base

or

the frame so that

the coils and magnets will not touch when the fl1V1heel is

in motion.

One wire lead should be eoldored to tho contact
point on top of tho coil and the other should be soldered
to the frame.
This generator may be used to demonstrate tho be•
havior of alternating current.

It will produce a current

that lights up a 32 volt bulb when operated at h1g):l spoed.
If operated more slowly, it will cause a flash ligl1t bulb
to flash and go out with the alternations of the currant.

The two phase A C generator.

The two phase A C

generator works on tho same principle as tho· single phase
generator described above.

It may be built from two Ford

flywheels complete with mngnota, two magneto coils, two
clutch covers and two bowl shaped grease retainers which
separated the transmission from the univorsnl joint.
Remove all of the gears and pins from the backs
of the flywheels, nnd bolt tho transmission shafts back
in place but on the opposite side of the

what they were originally placed.

fl~heels

from

Next bolt the fly-

wheels together back to back and nlign them so thnt the two
transmission shafts form a straight line with each other.

11'7

Fig. 46. A two phase generator
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Use shims where necessary (Fig. 46).
Next build a frame using the grease retainers and
some strap iron.
gram.

The relationships are shown in the dia-

The base is made of wooden boards.
The grease retainers support the clutch covers.

The shaft of each clutch cover being thrust into the opening of the grease retainer from the inside.

The clutch

covers are bolted to the magneto coils and hold them in
position.
Since the holes 1n the clutch covors do not line
up with the holes in the frames of the magnet

coils. cir•

cular boards are bolted to the coils and these in turn are
bolted to the clutch covers.

Provision for adjusting the

ooils is made by threading nearly to the head the bolts
which hold the coils to the clutch cQvers and using three
nuts.

The first one put on holds the bolt in the circular

board and the other two clamp against the clutch cover.
Adjustment is made by moving the latter in or out on the

bolt.
The transmission shafts projecting 1n opposite
directions from the flywheels rest and turn in the holes
in the clutch covers which serve as bearings for them.
Keep the clutch covers and field coils from turn•
ing by means of a short strap of iron reaching from one
side of the clutch cover to the base and held in place by
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small bolts. Fasten one side in this manner, but before
securing the other side, set the second field so that the
current generated by it will be 90 degrees out of step with
the current generated by the first coil.

To do this, set

the flywheels so that the magnets on one side are exactly
opposite their coils.

Now revolve the free field coil un-

til the centers of the coils on that side ere exactly halt

way between the poles of their magnets.

Keeping this field

in this position secure it by means of an iron strap fast•
ened as on the other side.

The coils should then be adjuatEd

to barely clear the magnets when the fl'3'1heela are revolv•

ing.

The generator is to be driven by means of a belt

around the flywheels.

A V belt is best, eopecially if the

flywheels have starter gears on them.
To use the two phase current developed by this
generator requires four conducting wires.

Solder one to the

contact point of each field coil and one to the frame ot
each field coil.

This arrangement gives two c1rcu1ts that

are 90 degrees out of step with each other.

They mD.y be

used together in connection with the two phase motor described elsewhere to demonstrate the effects of two phase
current, or they may be used separately to demonstrate
single phase A C current.

IR OONOLUSIOR
Dr. Russell H. Conwell, in his book, Acres ot Diamonds, pointed out that in seeking for distant values, we
are often inclined to overlook values near at hand.
still true of the members of the teaching profession.

This is
Like

the characters in Oonwell's book we reach out into the distance tor that which we believe is necessar1 for our success,
and in so doing we fail to see right at hand and within our
reach the very thing we need.

Failing to see it, we even•

tually find ourselves standing on the banks of the sea, aa
it were, despairing and read1 to cast ourselves into "the

incoming tide" •

This need not be true.

The trul1 great thinkers

of the past have used familiar and humble materials to demonstrate the scientific truths which their minds had discovered.

Galileo used the leaning tower of Pisa to prove

the laws of falling bodies; to Sir Isaac Newton a falling

apple was demonstration of the action of the law of gravityJ
Archimedes found in the water of his bath the solution of
the problem of the purit1 of the King's gold and discovered
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the principle of specific gravity; Benjamin Franklin used
the simple medium of a kite to bring down lightning from the
clouds and show it to be electr1o1al in nature.
great thinkers

or

If these

the past had waited to acquire special

equipment to prove the truth ot their conclusions, the world
might never have acquired the knowledge they discovered.
They, however, saw in the world about them the proof they
needed and tho means for doing what they had to do.

And be•

cause of their vision they made great contributions to the
world.
If we too are to make our contribution to the
world in which we live, then we also must use the means at
hand.

Education is life.

It is our task to enrich the

lives of the boys and girls in their own surroundings. We
can lead them to think more clearly by teaching them to
understand and use the materials at their comm.and.
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